ANGELINA JOLIE’S CHARACTER PROFILE
This character profile is unique, there is no other like it in the world. It is written from
the experience of a professional practitioner of astrology over twenty years.
Two sections:
BRIEF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE & GENERAL FOCUS - details the general trends
and outstanding characteristics of your nature, exactly what is the special genius of your
personality.
PERSONALITY - Your personality, physical, emotional, creativity, talents and impulsive
qualities described and assessed.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
This is the first section of your astrological profile, and what is shown here is the general
overview of your horoscope, your general psychological orientation to life, the main
themes and trends, which will shape your life. If there is an outstanding trait which
suggests genius it is shown here.

BRIEF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE
This briefly shows how you orientate yourself to the world - your understanding and
experience of the world you live in. It may be the same or different to other peoples.
Understanding this will help you communicate, educate and direct yourself.
Active. You are an extrovert. You are positive and outgoing; you reach out and make
things happen. You project confidence and enthusiasm and are effective, people get to
know you easily. For you life is a screen to be projected onto. You pay little attention to
your inner world. Therefore, you need to develop introspection and learn to use your
feelings.
You experience the world objectively. Angelina you are a sophisticated and worldly
individual who is comfortable in the social, business and political world. You want to be
important and influential. The public acknowledges and notices you. Though sometimes
shrewd, what people see is what they get. Wanting your place at the top, you respond
well to praise and recognition. Thus you aggressively and competitively seek to be in
the limelight. Indicated is a business person therefore, train yourself for leadership and
public position. You have got the confidence and aggressiveness to make it. You are
intellectual therefore you need to develop contact with your feelings.
You are extroverted thinking type and will have difficulties expressing feeling. You have
a gift for planning and are suited to positions of authority, government, law and science.
You always get to the facts and actively seek out clumsiness and laziness. Loving to
establish order, you take stands on issues and can sort out the world. "Let’s get the
facts" you say and then we will do something. The outer world absorbs you, giving you
little time to feel your inner world, and if you did you would probably find that you have
naive ideas about peace, justice and charity.
You need to be in touch with your feelings. But you spend so much time planning the
world you forget them. Asking yourself "Why do I do that?" Then you are in contact with
your feelings and may become depressed. Therefore, you avoid relaxation and holidays
as they force you to feel and re-evaluate your life. There is only so much planning that
you can do.

You do have feelings but you think of them as no bodies' business but your own. This
makes you faithful and loyal though that is hidden. You feel strongly about certain ideals
and this enables you to influence society. When not acknowledged your feelings have a
destructive effect on you. Because, you see no one else's ideas but your own and never
doubt your ideals or convictions. Strong attachment to your mother.

GENERAL FOCUS
Here are the ‘qualities’ of your birth chart that give emphasis to and influence your
character in a general but all-encompassing way. They indicate your additional
underlying approach to the world.
Mutable quality is strong
Humanistic temperament would be one of the best ways of describing you. You are a
born social worker. What interests you most are people, your relationship with them and
what you both have learnt about life. Angelina you always learn from experience. Being
part of things socially is important and you are one of life's great joiners. Wanting to be
part of the action. You are not exactly ambitious or opinionated, you are more
interested in developing skills and learning how to use these to solve present problems.
Having an adaptable and mental approach to life you will use experience as a guide in
handling your affairs. You vacillate backwards and forwards finding your way around
obstacles rather than using a direct approach. As a result some people may see you as
inconsistent, unstable or unreliable.
What they do not understand is that your decisions are based upon the common good,
so therefore, there are many options. There are not always clear cut answers for you
Angelina. At your best, you can fit in and work around obstacles, delegating to others
and bringing them together for a common goal. At your worst, you exploit your friends
and lean on people and society; past memories interfere with present reality.
YOUR MOST OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTIC
Saturn in focus
**************************ATTENTION *****************
The best word to describe you is SHREWD. Your relationships with your father and your
superiors dominate your life. The sections on "Career" and your "Father" are very
important as both these sections dictate your life. Ultimately, your father is the most
important person in your life. Therefore, your success depends on how well you relate to
each other.
Ambitious, cautious, conservative, sensitive, self-limiting, disciplined, patient, shrewd
and reserved are some of the words which best describes you Angelina. Your ambition
to succeed and your sense of duty and dominate your personality. Continually you are
striving to get to the top and only make moves that will help you succeed. Seldom do
you make a social or business move that will not strengthen your position. Therefore, by
becoming a professional and an authority in your chosen field you become accomplished.
You are a conservative, a natural in business and have management potential. Early
responsibilities or your fear of failure may restrict your success. Don't overburden
yourself by your over developed sense of duty.
You may see the world as a solemn place, full of responsibilities which you take very
seriously. Lighten up! This strong sense of duty often puts you in the role of leader, you
were born to make a lasting impact upon society. Early responsibilities have forced you

to grow up fast, and always you have appeared more mature than your years. People
assume Angelina that you are older than you are. In another way you are a late starter,
because you don't find your true path in life until you reach thirty then life becomes
easier for you. You begin to become accepted for all the hard work you put in during
your adolescence.
Being parental, you may appear old and stern to others. As a form of protection you
may be critical of others and make them feel guilty. Don't play on this. You do this with
your continual reproaches. Acutely sensitive to criticism, you protect yourself from it or
rejection by developing a poker face. You never want to show any weakness. People
may interpret this as you being cold and unapproachable. If they do they may avoid
you, and you become isolated stuck behind a rigid wall without emotional support.
When you do feel alone you may become withdrawn, bitter and hostile further removing
yourself from others.
It is important that you project an image of authority and be acknowledged as someone
important. If you don't get this you can then be negative, bitter and depressed.
This is tough for you, the responsibility which is placed on you is almost too much for
you to handle. Your father and authority figures may have been extremely hard or
negative toward you. Therefore, you get depressed easily and find life a burden and
develop a negative attitude. You can get caught up in a "guilt trip" as a result or lay that
on other people. People buy into this so quickly. Too much responsibility too young was
detrimental to your personal growth. Life for you picks up in your thirties. If you don't
take up your responsibilities to be a success, you may carry a chip on your shoulder
resenting anyone who is.
************************************************************

CHARACTER & PERSONALITY
Here Angelina your character is described, your vitality, emotional state and your ability
to assert yourself. In essence, your essential self and personal needs, your creative
abilities and special personal talents. This is the heart of your profile. Your personal
approach to life and your physical body is shown here. This section describes the type of
personality that you express yourself through.
Capricorn Ascendant
Angelina you are essentially cautious and reserved with excellent business and
managerial skills. You are a business person, who is very ambitious and wishes to get
on. You always have your eye on getting to the top, so you seldom make a business or
social move that does not strengthen your position. Symbols of status are important to
you, though these are displayed conservatively. To the world you present a poker face,
never wanting to show weakness. Others may interpret this as coldness and stiffness,
but it just you trying to be strong. You may appear old and stern, being parental and
authoritative, bossing others. It is important to you that you project an image of
authority.
Life will get better as you get older, since you may have got off to a slow or troubled
start. There probably were many responsibilities for you to shoulder. Because you are
so dutiful be careful of over burdening yourself. You have a strong sense of duty and
take your responsibilities seriously. Your parents have a strong influence over you and
your ambitions.

DOMINATING PERSONALITY TRAIT
Uranus in 1st house
******************* ATTENTION

********************

Your personality is dictated by an original and inventive intellect and a desire to be
independent. What you frequently say is "I want to be free" and behave eccentrically!
In life you want to be treated differently - as a unique individual, for whom the rules
should be changed. This makes you real cool! or a rebel. Rebelling against anything
conservative or mainstream. You are a walking contradiction who is intelligent, creative
and innovative; a possible genius but also undisciplined, erratic, unpredictable and
unreliable. You are ahead of your time.
Angelina you live your own life; are headstrong; unconventional and restless wanting to
be different. Because you are intelligent it is difficult to accept discipline and structure.
That makes your early years unsettled. You want the freedom to do things your way
and be recognized as special. If you do not get it, you get the pip. Being told "you
cannot" does not go down well with you. You rebel and do the opposite. This sort of
conduct is irritating to people especially those in authority.
If your genius is to be acknowledged you need self-discipline, otherwise you are just
weird or anti- social. If people suggest interesting ideas and solicit your cooperation you
are receptive and loyal. You are liberal and a humanitarian - accepting of people. At
your best you respect the uniqueness in others. Because you are social you need to be
involved with a group, club or society, although, you resist joining groups. Naturally you
are a communal person and may feel different because the rest of society has not
developed your particular sense of cooperation yet. You need to lead the way. First
though you need to awaken this sense of cooperation - by experimenting with living in
different types of communities.
You need excitement and stimulation; otherwise you become bored and tense. Boredom
is your worst enemy to avoid it you take risks. Angelina you need to be careful that the
risks are not hazardous or foolhardy. Health problems arise from a poor diet and
excessive nervous tension, leading to stress and burnout. To deal with this tension you
need to eat well and have physical exercise to stay grounded. Make sure you eat brain
food.
Your interest in scientific and technical subjects; and the occult; makes you talented in
electronics, computing and the humanities.
*******************************************************

Neptune in first house
********************* ATTENTION ******************
You exert a subtle authority which comes from your contact with your inner world, the
spiritual realms and your connection with the universe. You have an inner knowing
which in its manifestation is pure psychic ability. Positively you are an inspired artist or
healer while negatively you are an escapist or an addict. Your personality is dominated
by your ideals, dreams, visions, the unconscious, art, music and dance.

Therefore, you come across as a visionary, a dreamer who is in contact with the more
subtle and unconscious aspect of life. Although at times you are confused and vague
about these. Angelina you appear as ethereal and seductive, an inspired artist, healer
and visionary. You hypnotize others and subtly influence your immediate environment.
This is the secret to your skills as a healer or dancer. Some of these qualities will not be
obvious till you move into your thirties. But the need to dance is always present.
You are acutely impressionable. Being sensitive you are aware of the moods and
feelings of others around you. And are easily influenced by your surroundings, or exert
a subtle influence over it, either for healing or confusion. Therefore, you need to live in
a very wholesome environment. Because of your visionary qualities, you need to be
careful of becoming lost in the glamour's or illusions that you weave. Good at acting and
imitating; dance and photography, Angelina you are a perfect artist or musician. You
pick up and take on the mood of others, whether they are good or bad. Learn to be
clear about what is real in the world and what is not. Kind and aware, you are sensitive
to the sufferings of others and often wish to help. You need to avoid rescuing people,
you won't be appreciated for this.
When you help people you are truly yourself, so you are sensitively, empathic and
compassionate. You can care more for society than yourself, and are considerate of
others' needs. Commitment to these ideals gives your life, meaning, brings peace of
mind. Because you are easily swayed by mass emotional appeals and social causes you
can be manipulated. Often you express the ideals and beliefs of the institution which
you are part of, not knowing which is yours or theirs - or escape from them.
Instinctively you merge with people, causes or ideals and become consumed by them.
Therefore, you have unclear boundaries and may not be totally sure of who you are.
Learn to say no and to separate from others. To do this you need time alone, periods of
retreat and meditation. When you have that you become a strategist. If you do not you
hide your true self being compliant and submissive - and appear incompetent, not
knowing who you are or what you stand for.
At your worst you can be an escapist, disordered and slovenly, escaping from reality
through alcohol or drugs. Do be careful as your escapist tendencies are strong and you
have an addictive personality.
Because you are very quiet and subtle people may miss you or often over look you. You
need to stand up for yourself so people notice you. This is especially important where
doctors are concerned as they may often misdiagnose you or ignore your symptoms.
Make sure you get a second opinion when you are seriously ill. Health issues arise from
problems with addiction, poisons and food additives.
You bless people by your presence and heal them without even being aware of this.
Develop your potential as far as you can.
********************************************************
PERSONAL TALENTS AND OBSTACLES
Now we show you what talents you have to enhance your personality, appearance and
the obstacles that frustrate your expression. This information either reinforces what has
been said or contradicts it. The extent of the contradictions depends upon how complex
you are as a person. They are what is often referred to as character. They manifest
separately at any one time or altogether. If your birth time is out by twenty minutes
what is said here may not apply at all.

OBSTACLE: You receive a negative response from authority figures and that effects your
self-esteem. You need to learn to love yourself and not to devalue what you have to
say. You very easily let other people put you down. You need to become assertive and
stand up for yourself. Otherwise, you will always compromise yourself. You feel guilty if
you are not pleasing other people.
PERSONALITY SUMMARY
A serious and solemn person personality you are pessimistic and sullen. You feel
burdened by your ambition and responsibilities. People avoid you and you neglect your
appearance. People see you has disorderly and resentful you with an "attitude".
-ooOoo-

